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In this corrigendum, we fix 4 minor errors in [BPW16, BLPW16]. These do not affect any

of the major results of these articles. We thank Lewis Topley, Shilin Yu and Ivan Losev for

pointing out the issues 1., 2. and 3-4. respectively.

1. In [BPW16, §3.3], we claimed that “Any quantization of a resolution of a Slodowy slice

to a nilpotent orbit in g has its invariant section ring A isomorphic to a central quotient of a

finite W-algebra.” Work of Ambrosio, Carnovale, Esposito and Topley [ACET] shows that

this does not hold in all cases, and classifies which Slodowy slices it holds for.

2. The proof of [BPW16, Prop. 3.11] had a hole. We have added a corrected proof in the

current arXived version [BPW, Prop. 3.11].

3. In [BLPW16, §5.3], we constructed an object Θα. There is a mistake in [BLPW16,

Prop. 5.21]: under the same conditions, this module is costandard, not standard as claimed

in the published version of the paper. As a consequence, all appearances of standard and

costandard modules in section [BLPW16, §5.3-6.2] should be reversed. The interested reader

can refer to the arXiv version [BLPW] where we have implemented this switch.

4. In [BLPW16, Lemma 6.11], we make a claim which is too strong. We can weaken

this to proving “The quotient of R(A)∧s by the annihilator I∧s of the module R(N)∧s is a

finite extension of W∧
0 , i.e. finitely generated as a W∧

0 -module.” Based on this, the proof of
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[BLPW16, Theorem 6.8] carries through with only minor changes. The interested reader can

refer to arXiv version of the paper [BLPW, §6.3] for the corrected version.
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